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ABSTRACT
We propose an approach for action segmentation by representing motions as images. A transformer object detection
network is used to segment the sequences from the representation images. We examine different encoding approaches,
normalization strategies and skeleton joint orders in an extensive experiment study. Our approach is evaluated on skeleton sequences from the PKU-MMD dataset. We successfully
apply transformer networks for action segmentation on skeleton sequences. Our proposed approach achieves high class
accuracies, while start and end-time estimation of the action
segments are subject to further improvement.
Index Terms— Action segmentation, Transformer, skeleton sequence, object detection
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Fig. 1: Skeleton sequences are represented as images. A transformer
network is trained to segment actions from the image representation.

to process long sequences and large sets, modeling arbitrary
long-distance relations within. As opposed to Recurrent Neural Networks which maintain and update a memory vector
used to reference information from earlier in the sequence,
transformers act on the entire sequence at once and generate connections between different elements when they are
necessary.

1. INTRODUCTION
The amount of video material recorded at any time has been
growing due to inexpensive cameras and storage. Thus, automatic ways of processing and annotating video data became
increasingly important. Human action recognition and its
derivative tasks are one way to extract high-level information
from recordings containing people. We focus on skeletonbased action recognition like [1, 2, 3, 4], which is supported
by skeleton estimation methods including OpenPose [5] and
RGB-D cameras like the Microsoft Kinect.
Surveillance and health-care could use systems that scan
live video for suspicious actions or people in need of help.
Scenarios like these include people falling or indicating sudden pain from stomach cramps or heart attacks by touching
respective body parts. Further, human-robot-interaction can
be improved by allowing robots to recognize actions continuously and act accordingly, i.e. to offer assistance. Action segmentation in particular allows for additional analysis of the
action, like measuring its duration or the time between connected actions that belong to some longer action sequence.
We use an off-the-shelf network for object detection,
namely the detection transformer DETR [6] and re-purpose
it for human action segmentation. DETR addresses object
detection with a simple model lacking hand-made components. Instead, it combines a CNN with a transformer network [7]. These attention-based transformers are designed

In order to use this existing network for human action segmentation we need to convert this task into object detection
on images. We present and compare different ways of representing skeleton sequences as images. Unlike [2] and [4],
we constrain ourselves to three channel or gray-scale images
to keep compatibility with DETR and numerous other architectures. We use skeleton sequences instead of videos because they are more compact and therefore simplify processing long action sequences. The extracted skeletons are also
invariant to changing background or lighting in the original
video, which means however, that any contextual information
is lost as well.
Our representations are constructed from different building blocks. These include normalization techniques, different
coordinate encodings and image assembly methods like those
in [1] or [8]. Our goal is to find best-performing combinations
of the described techniques and provide an insight into which
properties of a representation are beneficial for training. Figure 1 presents an example of our method. Different actions
and movements appear as different texture patterns in the image representation. This is especially noticeable for the jump
action in the middle of the image representation. The position
and shape of each bounding box encodes the time-interval of
the action. This is possible because time is encoded spatially
in the image.

2. METHOD
We convert action segmentation on skeleton sequences into
object detection on image representations.
2.1. Detection transformer - DETR
Object detection can be understood as a set prediction problem. An object detector generates a set of bounding boxes
with class probabilities when given an image as its input.
Just like sequences, sets can be predicted using transformers by evaluating multiple queries — one for each element
in the output set. Carion et al. [6] present an end-to-end object detection pipeline based on the transformer architecture
by Vaswani et al. DETR is built on top of a standard CNN
for image data like ResNet50 or ResNet101 [9]. The 2048
feature maps generated by the CNN are reduced to 512 and
flattened to a sequence of 512 dimensional vectors. A positional encoding vector of the same length is added to each
input vector before the entire sequence is processed by the
transformer. The sequence length is proportional to the image size. The encoder and decoder blocks of the transformer
in DETR are the same as those presented by Vaswani et al. [7].
The input to the first decoder layer is a set of object queries
which are unique, learned vectors. Each of these corresponds
to one object prediction in the final output. The output vectors of this final decoder stage are independently transformed
by a small feed-forward network into bounding box coordinates and class probabilities including a no-object class. The
additional class is required as the number of object queries is
constant and usually much larger than the expected number
of objects in any single image. These object queries are a set
of learned vectors. Unlike anchors or region proposals they
do not explicitly encode a spatial region.

coordinate system relative to the mean skeleton of a sequence.
The mean-hip defines the origin and the x-axis is given by a
vector pointing from joint 17 to joint 13 in the pelvis. The
z-axis is defined as the up-vector of the camera and the y-axis
is ~y = ~z × ~x. All vectors are normalized. We will refer to this
rotation-invariant normalization as nRM.
2.2.2. Feature extraction
Extracting additional information from skeleton sequences
and explicitly providing it to neural networks can make them
easier to train [2]. Other than the position p of the skeleton
joints, we extract their velocity v, the angles a between their
adjacent edges and the rates of change of those angles A.
The angles are only generated for joints with two or more
adjacent edges in a depth-first tree traversal order adapted
from [1]. This leads to a total of 42 angles per skeleton. In
the PKU-MMD dataset, two skeleton sequences are available
for each video. If both are used, the representation images
generated for each are stacked vertically.
2.2.3. Image assembly
We mainly focus on a dense image representation in which
each column contains one frame such that time progresses
from left to right. Each row holds one measurement of one
joint, i.e. the y-velocity of joint five or the x-position of joint
23 etc. We order the joints either by their ID or by the tree
structure described by Yang et al. [1]. The latter is referred
to as TSSI in the following sections. Other than these dense
representations, we use graphs to convert a skeleton sequence
into an image like Memmesheimer et al. [8]. Here each coordinate of every joint is graphed in one combining image.
These representations are denoted with graph.

2.2. Representation

2.2.4. Coordinate encoding

Skeleton sequences as they are generated by the Kinect v2
RGB-D camera contain up to six skeletons per frame. Each
skeleton is defined by the 3D coordinates of its 25 joints. We
construct our representation images by combining different
techniques from the categories normalization, feature extraction and image assembly.

This section further details the way that the joint coordinates
or velocities can be encoded in the dense representations
shown above. An intuitive way of expressing three coordinates in a three-channel image is to encode each one in a
separate color channel. We denote this as RGB, despite using
OpenCV, which defaults to a BGR color order, to generate our
representations. Figure 2 shows an example of a nP RGB pv
skeleton representation of the action clapping. The upper half
is a stack of the 3D positions of all 25 joints while the lower
half contains their velocities. The rows of the first joint are
black as its position and velocity is set to zero during the normalization (it is moved to the origin and stays there). When
one-dimensional features like joint angles are added to this
representation, each one is repeated to fill all three channels.
Therefore, the resulting image contains a mixture of colored
and gray-scale regions. Instead of stacking the (x, y, z) coordinates along the channel dimension, one could stack them
along the joint dimension, forming a gray-scale image. We

2.2.1. Normalization
In order to achieve location-invariance we normalize a skeleton sequence by shifting each skeleton such that its hip’s center is the origin. We refer to this as normPos or nP. Alternatively we shift each skeleton such that the mean position
of the hip joint is in the origin (nPM). Using this, we keep
the movement information and only correct for fixed offsets.
Scaling is done in a later step to constrain each feature to
[0, 255] for dense representations (see section 2.2.4). Similar to [3] and [4] we also use some of the joints to define a

position

Table 1: Results for dense representations using different coordinate
encoding methods.
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Fig. 2: A section of a nP RGB pv skeleton representation. The
variation corresponds to a single clap, where the joint IDs related to
the hand and arm contribute most to.

chose two orderings called grayJ [x1 , y1 , z1 , ..., xn , yn , zn ]
and grayC [x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn , z1 , ..., zn ]. The names stand
for gray image with grouped joints and grouped coordinates
respectively. While RGB, grayC and grayJ are mutually exclusive, either of them may be combined with TSSI in order
to influence the skeleton joint order. In either case, including
RGB, the values are mapped onto the range from [0, 255] in
order to fit into an 8-bit image. This is done separately for
each type of feature, as the range of values for angles differ
from that of positions or velocities.
3. EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments we show that an off-the-shelf object detector can be used for human action segmentation. We use the
PyTorch [10] implementation of DETR, OpenCV for generating the representation images and the official PKU-MMD
evaluation script for our results.
3.1. PKU Multi-Modality Dataset - PKU-MMD
PKU-MMD is a large-scale multi-modal dataset for human
action recognition [11]. It contains 1076 untrimmed RGB,
depth and infrared videos as well as skeleton sequences, captured by three Kinect v2 cameras from different viewpoints.
Each three to four minute long sequence is annotated with a
set of action labels containing start and end frames as well as
one of 51 class labels. This makes the dataset ideal for action
segmentation. Further, the actions are performed by 66 people and are split into two groups containing everyday actions
and human-human interactions.
3.2. Implementation
Unless otherwise noted, we only use the first of possibly two
skeletons available in the video for our experiments. We retrain the DETR weights provided in [6] with each representation on an Nvidia GTX 1080 for 2000 epochs with a learning rate of 3e-5, a class error weight of 8, a bounding box
weight of 20, a DICE weight of 1, a relative weight of the
no-object class of 0.1, a GIoU weight of 20 and no learning rate drop. Furthermore, we also use the cardinality loss,
with weight 0.07, which compares the number of predicted
objects to the actual number of objects in the image. For each

Encoding

mAPaction

mAPvideo

RGB
grayC
grayJ
3×RGB

12.4
45.1
28.7
44.6

13.0
46.1
29.5
45.0

Table 2: Results with the standard Kinect v2 and the TSSI joint
orders and varying normalization methods.

Normalization

3×RGB
mAPaction mAPvideo

grayC
mAPaction mAPvideo

Kinect v2
raw values
nP
nPM
nRM

44.6
45.4
39.0
40.4

45.0
46.0
40.4
40.6

45.1
42.1
47.6
49.7

46.1
41.7
48.7
51.8

53.2
56.3

54.6
58.0

44.6
51.3

46.4
52.4

TSSI
nP
nRM

image we let DETR predict 50 bounding boxes using its object queries. These hyper-parameters are kept constant unless
further noted. All following mean average precision scores
are percentages on the cross-view split of PKU-MMD grouping action instances either per video (mAPvideo ) or per action
class (mAPaction ). Like in the DETR implementation we use
a ResNet-50 backbone which is trained alongside the transformer with a learning rate of 10e-5.
3.3. Results
We experimented with each of the previously presented components of our approach. Further we compare the dense representations against sparse representations and state-of-the-art
methods.
In table 1 we present results for different dense representations of the skeleton position as described in section 2.2.4.
The grayC encoding achieved best results. Comparably well
is the 3 times stacked RGB representation, suggesting that the
height width ratio of the final encoded image influences the
results. We then compare different normalization strategies
for the two better performing encodings grayC and 3×RGB.
Table 2 shows the mean average precision scores for different
normalization techniques using the standard Kinect v2 joint
order (top) and the semantically sorted TSSI joint order (bottom). The nP had a positive effect on the Kinect v2 joint
order, whereas the mean normalization for position and rotation resulted in a lower mAP. In contrast, for the TSSI joint
order the nRM normalization yields the highest scores.
Table 3 shows results for different features combinations.
Positions and angles perform much better than their time-

per-class average precision
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Fig. 3: The per-class AP for 4×pa (blue), 2×pa both (red) and hybrid (green). Classes marked with an asterisk are two-person interactions.
Table 3: Ablation Study modal features. Positional data (p) as before with versions using joint velocities (v), joint angles (a) and angular velocities (A) as well as stacks of these features.

Feature

height

p
v
a
A
pv
pva
pvaA

147px
147px
126px
126px
294px
420px
546px

nRM TSSI 3×RGB
mAPaction mAPvideo
56.3
22.9
43.0
9.7
67.2
76.2
70.2

58.0
21.6
43.5
10.1
68.1
77.0
71.4

Table 4: Results with two skeletons
Approach
4×pa
2×pa both
hybrid

mAPaction

mAPvideo

71.7
77.9
73.6

72.0
79.0
74.7

derivatives. Combining the positional data with velocities and
angles achieves the best results. However, adding angular velocities to this, leads to a reduction in mAP score. Disregarding the pvaA result, which may be explained by the low
performance of angular velocities, we can observe the trend
of taller representations resulting in better scores to continue.
In order to compare the influence of the second skeleton
for interaction classes we test three representations built from
stacks of positional and angular data. Figure 3 shows the
per-class average precision of the three different representations discussed in this section. The two representations using
both skeletons consistently score higher than 4×pa in interaction classes (marked with an asterisk). The large difference in mAP score between the hybrid and 2×pa both representations is mostly due to large improvements including
falling and pointing at something. Table 4 shows the results
of this experiment. While the 364px tall 4×pa representation scores in between the 294px 3×pv and 420px 3×pva
representations from table 3, 2×pa both surpasses all previous representations by using the second skeleton where available. The hybrid representation does not achieve comparable
results, despite also using both skeletons. Here, if only one
skeleton is available, the image region is filled with a copy of
the first skeleton instead of black pixels like with 2×pa both.

Table 5: Comparison of dense- and sparse representations.
Approach

height

mAPaction

mAPvideo

graph p
graph pa
TSSI 6×RGB p
TSSI 4×RGB pa

420px
420px
294px
364px

59.3
58.7
68.0
71.7

59.2
59.4
69.5
72.0

Table 6: Comparison with related approaches.
mAP @ θ = 0.5

Approach
Li et al. [12]
Li et al. [13]
JCRRNN [14]
nRM TSSI 3×RGB pva (ours)
nRM TSSI 2×RGB pa both (ours)

94.4
93.7
53.3
77.0
79.0

In order to show generalization of our action segmentation approach we integrate a recently proposed sparse graphbased representation for multi-modal action recognition [8].
In table 5 we compare two such graph representations with
similar dense representations. Adding angular information to
the graph representation seems to have no effect on the result. In table 6 we compare against related methods. Our approach is outperformed by the latest CNN-based approaches
[12, 13] but performs better then the PKU-MMD dataset
baselines[14]. None of the previous presented approaches
uses transformer networks for the action segmentation task.
While the class accuracy lies above 95% regularly on the
test set, the GIoU, which determines how well our method
predicts the start- and endpoints of an action, only reaches
values around 75%.
4. CONCLUSION
We presented an approach for action segmentation on skeleton sequences, using a transformer-based object detector. We
employ a variety of representations that can be used to flexibly encode skeleton motion into an image. The DETR approach is then used to segment action sequences from the
PKU-MMD dataset. Our approach reaches a high class recognition accuracy but is outperformed by state-of-the art methods for skeleton-based action segmentation by lower start and
end estimation of the actions.
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